Women.—Public life at present.

Kansas—April 1905.

I have just spent a week in Emporia, Burlington 30 miles 20 & Lawrence and made some observations
in all these places last week.

Where I women about suffrage they are all unanimous in saying that it is the liquor question alone on which any great importance is attached. They all vote.

At Lawrence Mrs. Marsh, a young lady who speaks of the crusade and by their street meeti

ing, Friday evening, to try to make sure it be a political thing. Congress came from the women who

in the temperance (both women). Women, as far as I know their time they

are interested little in any movement for

matter. In a distance of some thousands

they lads of the tuberculosis among

the Negroes, one in the fact that

stated 20 many of the houses they

live in are infected but the women

seem to care nothing. No sleep li-

ing these places destroyed. They

were thought it would not be ne
cessarily an expensive matter. If the duty labor any steps towards spreading among the poor the common devices for society aiding the spread of the disease, if medical publicity is almost universal. At Burlington, I my name, I was in love. I lacked in the way that the issue was. It was "hath no pack" An old house with 20 acres of beautiful land well wooded. The country land been given the city to be library. I packed the country was naturally about taking it in account of the expense. To remove the building my not convenient. It would be useful that money would be particularly interested in this. Few of them paid any attention to the matter. In Lawrence, the rural course it which was done. I was very eye and I live little time was daily 2 unimportant but nobody was doing anything new in all these years with kids. I women's clubs actively studying history. etc. but few of them showed much material ability. (Writing so fast to think.)
screwpine: the effect is better after 31/2 hr and
improves in cardiovascular in healthy healthy
animals. It is of little use to study the change
in heart rate. However, it is not advisable to
have a sudden increase in the heart rate.

A burn patient makes the best of it and
keeps in the heart of the burn unit. I don't see
how well burn patients are doing otherwise.

The boy in the picture with a burn unit,
his burn unit...
largely responsible for the social pressure, in general. The problem of the individual in society is one of the principal factors in the creation of a harmonious order of the community. It is

They are inimitable and unexceptionable. Their furniture, particularly bad in many of the cities, is a virtue of itself. I have at a recent an ample and

kneeling, just now I. Going.

Malay, my sideboard etc. are

the delicacy of the women. If they

get them they crowd them into

their little rooms until you cannot

dee for furniture, as we do in our

P. Y. tech.

There is little of

interior generally at the hotel.

Flower, perhaps to be my June

but it seems so to me. The only

wild flowers were in Pecora. We must not hardly pay much attention to him if I... some still it is more a little

At Lawrence the co-ede company allowed

to go as they pleased. In June we

tread me until I non what progress

in the dance. It can't exceed 3 or 5 or

The numerals are up to 100.
unchaperoned. Last winter there were
3 bad scandals. Those who make
women should be turned out; it makes the
girls good fellows at least. Une.

Many matrons at Lawrence 1st place the
men; the girls that 2nd place. Women
are poor democrats (2 petitions later,
the suffrage would be bad). They put
their love like clucks in
water & are said to be heartful-

2 hens & will spill outside. This that
women should be turned out. It is
menly.

The tendency is quickness which
has developed in all our women.

Pllle wode - Poor democracy.

I have little to write of the

country.

At Lawrence one of the preachers tells me that
a militiamen 1st pay. When asked me
us at Chapel, they ask an an advisory.

3 growth of Halpin. The democracy said
insane "democracy" - our fathers didn't
establish a democracy they established
the ridiculous "authoritarian" - the ansito-

ocracy of sex.
I am impressed particularly with the militiamen—the stiffest—the luck of militia—ill the same time with the help—without the women in Rehoboth—believe they were able to help Auntie out in the Allis House or the same in Pennsylvania—De Lamar very fine—Perhaps much of the militiamen to simple words and their life—my well manner—the stiffness—sleeping the lack of militiamen great absorption in these matters none near to none